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1 Sampling
1.1 Cut-off on turnover “B2all” by CPA 4-digits…
As in manufacturing PPI, the sampling technique relies mainly on a cut-off technique based
on turnover, as a proxy for “production”. The parent population is provided by the annual
Structural Business Survey, which always details the turnover by activity and product (CPA
4-digits).
At first step, the “B2all” turnover in the given class of products is taken into consideration,
whatever the main activity.
The threshold of the cut-off is basically 50 enterprises, but the coverage rate is taken into
consideration:
- we can stop at 80% coverage rate with at least 13 enterprises;
- or we can stop at 70% coverage rate with at least 18 enterprises.
The samples are drawn at the beginning of every year on the classes selected for “rebasing”
or “implementing” during the year.
They are provided by the methodologist to the head and the deputy head of “SPPI” section,
with some extra-information and above all some supplementary enterprises, which they will
perhaps choose to add to the sample of a given class of products.

1.2 … with information on “B2B”, “B2C” and “B2E” and supplementary
enterprises, with possibility to adjust samples
In most market services (excluding transports), the French Structural Business Survey (ESA
services) asks for a breakdown of turnover between “businesses” and “households” on one
side, and between France and foreign countries on the other side.
Figure 2: French SBS information on turnover sectoring
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Note that in the French annual tax declaration, a breakdown of turnover between France,
European union, rest of the world outside European union is also available.
Note also that this breakdown of turnover is available at enterprise level, but not detailed by
product. We do not know if this structure is representative of the class of products we target.
These figures are provided for each enterprise of the sample, including the supplementary
enterprises. If the activity is mainly “B2C” and it is decided by head and deputy head of
“SPPI” section - in consistency with the head of “Producer Price Indices” division - to use CPI
for that indicator, then the sample will be largely modified with the deletion of only “B2C”
enterprises. Most often, the sample is marginally reinforced by some presumed “B2E”
enterprises, as they are often very few.

2 General organization of the every 5 years rebasing of a given
class of products
Every year, 20% classes of products are “rebased” or implemented, and the list is drawn
before the beginning of the year in the “annual programme of division PPI”.
Each class of products will be treated in a “technical file”, with guidelines on the
classification, description of the market and of the price mechanisms, National Accounts
figures from the commodity flow (as in Voorburg Group presentations, indeed), list of
enterprises selected, detailed information on “B2B”, “B2C” and “B2E” at enterprise level, and
a detailed “price collection classification” taking into consideration not only the fine products
(usually the CPA 6-digits levels) but “markets” or price mechanisms. At last, the technical file
lists the series intended for dissemination.
The rebasing of a class of products is entrusted to one or two field-surveyors, called
“engineers-surveyors” in French, as they have often had an executive occupation in private
companies in a former life.
For each enterprise of the sample, the field-surveyor designed fills in a “visit report”. He
provides labels of elementary price series, with identification in the price collection
classification and institutional sectors (B2B, B2C, B2E1 – eurozone, B2E9 – non eurozone),
with weights:

3 Weighting
3.1 Accounting identities at each level
In commodity flows of National Accounts, we can read (here in current prices):
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Simple hypotheses are made on imports (normally intended for intermediate consumption)
and other resources in order to get an equality between “B2all“ production amount and
“B2B”, “B2C” and “B2E” of domestic origin.
The methodologist aims to get the same accounting identity at lower levels, i.e. at CPA 4digits, with the help of SBS turnover and extra-information on kinds of customers at microlevel, every year.

3.2 Top-down calculation of weights until CPA 4-digits, by institutional sector
The accounting identity is modelled at enterprise level with a direct product of shares
between B2B and B2C on one side, and France or foreign countries on the other side:

These modelled figures are summed up by CPA 4-digits level and then confronted to the NA
amounts at more aggregated level.
The general rule for the calculation of additive weights is a “top-down breakdown”, from NA
aggregates to CPA 4-digits levels, first on production “B2all”, second on “B2E” summed up
from enterprises information, then on “B2C” and “B2B” by difference (B2C is supposed to be
minority in front of B2B, otherwise we do the opposite: adjustment of B2B, then B2C by
diffeence).

3.3 Adjustment with SPPI index for direct chain-linked indices at CPA4 level
Basically, the weights are calculated every year in current prices, with a delay, so that 2011
NA and SBS data are used for weights of year 2013 and 2012 NA and SBS data are used for
weights of year 2014 (2 years of delay).
French SPPI are direct chain-linked indices, which means that the price development of each
aggregate is obtained this way:
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In order to get proper mathematical relations, the weights of year Y-2 for year Y are
corrected with the price development between the reference period (i.e. 2010) and the base
period (i.e. Y-2) for the concerned product and institutional sector. Otherwise, this price
development would be counted twice: in the weights in current prices of year Y-2 and in the
component price indices of previous quarter.
If it can help for the understanding of the correction by the price development between the
reference and the base periods (quite common for CPI), we provide below the formula we
want to establish:
Chain-linked Laspeyres formula between two successive periods:
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with Q = quarter observed, p = prices, q = quantities, b = base period, ref = reference period
This formula can be developed this way:
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and then be rewritten with values and indices instead of quantities and prices:
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3.4 Top-down calculation of weights until elementary price series
The field-surveyors have visited the enterprises and completed, confirmed or corrected the
breakdowns of turnovers by products and by institutional sectors:

Further, they have determined weights of elementary price series collected, according to the
detailed “price collection classification”, and by institutional sector (cf. supra the first extract
of the visit report).
These relative weights will remain for 5 years (until the next rebasing).
But as we want additive weights everywhere, for many consistency reasons (especially
between “main aggregation trees” and “secondary aggregation trees”), these relative weights
are made additive at each period on CPA 4-digits levels (and sometimes CPA 6-digits levels)
with continuation of the top-down technique, within each elementary indicator (B2B, B2C,
B2E1, B2E9).
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